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Foreword

Yet another book about UML! Since its initial version, the Unified Modeling
Language has gone an impressive way in the IT community. Over the past
couple of years, we have been loading our bookcase with quite a few UML
books. Many of them deal with applying or extending UML for a specific
domain: UML for project management, UML for business modeling, UML
for Java, real-time UML, UML for components, UML for web applications,
and so forth.
This book takes a somewhat different and, in our opinion, long-awaited
approach. It goes back to the basics of UML: improving the communication
among different stakeholders of a (software) project. As the authors of the
book write: “a UML made easy for people who specify, buy, or manage complex software systems.” Many of these stakeholders are non-IT professionals
in much need of an easy-to-digest introduction to UML.
Looking back on the IBM SanFrancisco project – one of the real success
projects in the field of object-oriented business applications – where we, at IBS,
played a central role as initiators and principal development partner to IBM,
a key success factor was the alignment among domain experts, sponsors,
and object experts – through a minimum set of concepts and techniques.
ix
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Foreword

In addition, this book focuses on the new paradigm in software development: fast delivery of applications based on components sourced from various suppliers. Even though UML initially placed considerable focus on creating applications from scratch, successful software projects today are all
about creating, buying, and integrating software components. This leaves us
(who intend to stay competitive and successful!) extremely dependent on a
standard notation for any software-related communication, specification, and
knowledge sharing. The IBM SanFrancisco/WebSphere Business components
provide an extreme case for this. By using a standard notation language for
the component specs, any potential application builder will be able to
understand, integrate, and extend the components. Furthermore, tool vendors have been easily able to integrate the components in their tool sets for
modeling and code generation.
Enjoy!
Staffan Ahlberg
CEO
IBS AB
www.ibs.se
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Preface

The excellent idea of writing a lightweight book on the Unified Modeling
Language (UML) wasn’t ours, we admit. This idea originated from Milan’s
customers. Having taught more than a hundred courses and seminars on
component approaches to software development and on UML over the past
few years, he was repeatedly asked for “UML made easy” for people who
specify, buy, or manage complex software systems, yet don’t program them.
This demand seems logical given the way UML is being used in projects and
read of in the success stories1 – as well as the increasing specification workload in any knowledge industry (see Introduction). However, as we moved
on into this book project, both of us became increasingly enthusiastic about
the idea, as did Cambridge University Press (CUP). Luckily, a majority of our
readers are quite familiar with CUP from their own (variety of) fields; so this
book is likely to be seen as accessible in most senses of the word.
Any system specification can state requirements on functionality, usability, reliability, performance, and supportability, as well as legal and technical
constraints where relevant. In UML projects, we start from a view of the business – its processes and activities – and move into functionality, increment1 The Object Management Group (OMG) owns and upgrades the UML standard; visit
www.omg.org.
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Preface

ing all the remaining, nonfunctional, bullet lists as we go. These are then
resolved later, during construction, rather than during specification. As
stressed in the chapter on components as well as implied throughout the
book, wherever we’re on the scale between “buy” and “build,” the specification work and business analysis just don’t simply disappear. Even with an
off-the-shelf system, we still specify our requirements, and we still need to
understand the essence of all those UML diagrams.
To keep this book lightweight, we stay reasonably lightweight on the art
of balancing the content of internal/technical UML views. This kind of balance is key down the road, that is, later on in a software development project.
It requires modeling the right aspects in the appropriate diagram view at a
right level of detail in the initial stage of a project. However, we chose to
appeal to the reader’s common sense by pointing out the natural boundaries between the process view, the use-case view, and the structural (or
conceptual) view, with the strengths and limitations of each view. Neither a
blueprint of a building nor one of a software system can show everything at
once. Some drawings depict the walls and the roof, others electricity, and
yet others heating, air conditioning, water, and drainage; that is, we separate the concerns. What is noteworthy is that people proposing buildings
learn quickly to keep away (hide) electricity aspects from the exterior view
and vice versa.
Standards and components are a serious boost to productivity in software.
In our experience, however, these are more likely to be practiced when
introduced in a step-by-step, nonacademic, and not too reserved manner, as
outlined in this book. As an enterprise sets its mind on component reuse,
all professionals from junior programmers to top management become
involved and, consequently, need to be offered a brief guidebook within
their frame of reference. So, for software specialists struggling to shift from a
detailed code-based approach to the conceptual models of the software
design and architecture, we recommend exploring UML beyond this lightweight version.
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How to Customize This Book
Most readers of this book suffer from a lack of time, so here’s a guide on
how you can focus on the key chapters relevant to your role.
Process owners, reengineers, and similar roles usually consider the topics of Chapters 1 and 2 as the essence of a project, so you’re advised to read
those chapters thoroughly and browse through the rest.
End-user representatives or other roles involved in man-machine interaction (MMI), manuals, user training, user interfaces (UI), or interfaces to
other systems are advised to focus on Chapter 3.
Domain experts are advised to concentrate on Chapter 4 and to browse
through Chapters 3 and 5.
Managers, project-plan coordinators, venture capitalists, headhunters,
or PA people could read Chapters 1, 2, and 3 quickly and focus on Chapter 6.
Others reading the book simply out of curiosity might want to browse
through the art first, and then choose topics that interest them for a second
iteration.
In general, those not interested in specific details can skip the footnotes
and boxes.
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